
ing to the incidence of the onus of proof 
are a matter of substantive law and not 
of adjectival law. Indeed, the journey 
through applications of onus rules in 
different branches of the law appears 
almost to prove the truth of the orthodox 
view. What it certainly does prove is 
that any book on evidence is better off 
including such a journey than excluding 
it on the basis that the issue of the onus 
depends on the rules of substantive law. 
Some more searching analysis of the 
notion of an onus of justification (as 
opposed to an onus of proving facts), 
which is especially rife in constitutional 
limitation-clause jurisprudence, rather 
than mere assertion of the orthodoxy 
that an onus of proof relates to fact only, 
would perhaps have been welcome. 

The concentration on the question 
how evidence is employed in litigation 
makes for some unavoidable overlap 
with basic civil and criminal procedure. 
The book takes the machinery of proof 
and applies it to the different aspects of 
litigation, and in the process discusses 
what students have come to know as 
the rules of evidence. Hence a chapter 
on admissibility and relevance appears 
for the first time in chapter thirteen, 
and the discussion of cross-examining 
the accused on his character in terms of 
section 197 of the Criminal Procedure 
Act 51 of 1977 appears for the first time 
in the discussion of the rules relating 
to cross-examination (although there 
is a separate subsequent chapter on 
character). 
Theoretical differences are a matter of 
choice, but I think that there could have 

The feminist label 

From an interview by Time, 
March 2004, with Gloria Steinem: 

Q: Some younger women seem to run 
from the feminist label. How can you 
inspire them to be passionate about 
women's rights? 
GS: If younger women have a prob
lem (with the label), it's only that 
they don't know yet that there's a 
problem. The kind of radicalization 
that happened to my generation when 
we tried to get a job happens to them 
10 or 15 years into the job, when they 
fail to get promoted. Women tend to 
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been a more critical approach adopted to 
the idea that similar fact evidence boils 
down to relevance in the first instance. 
One need not share the view that most 
rules of inadmissibility are rules of 
deemed irrelevance (as held by Stephen), 
or instances of interference by the law 
with the propensity of the mind to employ 
prejudice of various sorts when seeking 
to jump to conclusions. But it could have 
been made clearer that there is often a 
clash between what the mind regards 
as relevant and what the law regards as 
dangerous, and that many of the rules of 
evidence are most interesting when they 
seem to oppose one's natural inclinations 
- since then they enunciate most clearly 
the policies and principles according to 
which the law wishes its conclusions to 
be reached, apart from a conformity with 
logic and experience, which ought to be 
regarded as a given. 

My only criticism of substance is of the 
treatment of the rubric of privilege. The 
work appears to suggest (and certainly 
does not clearly say otherwise) that 
privilege is a category of inadmissibil
ity. I think this is wrong. In my view, 
it is important to keep apart the prin
ciples of privilege (which may certainly 
lead courts at times to ask questions 
of admissibility, but which are by no 
means themselves questions of admis
sibility) and the rules of admissibility. 
I also think once this is done, the very 
different category of 'without prejudice' 
material can itself be treated as distinct, 
and so can what the English call 'public 
interest immunity' (here called 'state 
privilege'), and the cluster of issues 

be ~onservative in youth and get more 
radical as they get older, because they 
lose power with age. So if a young 
woman · is · not a feminist, I say, just 
wait. 

More women at law school 
yet fewer at the Bar 
Women in New South Wales, 
Australia, are failing to break down 
the male domination of barrister's 
ranks because of two 'F factors' 
- fear and family. But when they 
do, reports the Sydney Morning 
Herald, they prefer to specialise in 
family law, human rights and they 
consider policies designed to give 

FROM THE PUBLISHERS 

surrounding the 'privilege' against self
incrimination (and the concomitant right 
to silence). 

This is a user-friendly work, which will 
easily adapt to updates due to its blend 
of text and footnotes executed in line 
with its looseleaf format. The chapters 
on judicial notice and on the use of doc
uments (and generally the treatment of 
different and varying 'means of proof' ) 
are particular strengths. The book will 
be most useful to the practitioner who 
has had his or her engagement with the 
deep questions of first principle, and 
wants to have to hand a treatise on how 
these things fit together when one goes 
to court. 

Frank Snyckers, Johannesburg Bar ill 

Errata 

2004 April Advocate 

Shaw Origins of the KwaZulu-Natal 
Bar (page 4): The correct spelling of 
the names of the members referred 
to are: Roy Hathorn, Edmond Selke, 
William Burne and Leo Caney. 

Gabriel The Constitutional Court 
(caption to photograph on page 35): 
The correct descriptions of Judges 
Corbett and Mahomed at the time 
of the photograph are: ' . . . for
mer Chief Justices of the Supreme 
Court of Appeal MM Corbett and I 
Mahomed'. 

them more work 'quite offensive'. 
The observations are contained in 
a NSW Bar Association study into 
why the huge numbers of women 
going through law schools - as high 
as 77% of students - has not trans
lated into a jump in their numbers 
at the Bar. 'Whereas men might be 
encouraged to follow through with 
their risky professional dreams and 
vocations, women were, whether 
innately or by social conditioning, 
more risk adverse,' the association's 
journal quoted one woman as saying. 
From Legal Brief Today, 1 June 
2004 ill 
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